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The Australian Council on Children and the Media (ACCM) is Australia's peak body
representing children’s interests as digital and screen media users. In 2022, ACCM adopted
the use of its business name Children and Media Australia (CMA) in its transactions.

Vision
Children’s safety, wellbeing and rights as users of digital and screen media are paramount.

Mission
To support children’s healthy development and protect their rights and interests as digital and
screen media users by assisting families and children’s professionals, and by influencing
decision-makers.

Values
 Child-centred: children’s rights and healthy development are everybody’s business.
(It takes a village …)
 Research-led: children’s interests are best supported from a strong evidence base.
 Parent-friendly: parents deserve significant support in giving their children a good start as
digital and screen media users.
 Access-equality: all children deserve free access to quality digital and screen media; all
parents should have free access to CMA’s services.

Mandate
As Australia's peak body representing children’s interests as digital and screen media users,
CMA provides information, tools and resources to empower families to nurture their children
in a safe and stimulating environment, while being a voice for evidence-based policy and
practice at the societal level.

Our Slogan
Thriving in a digital world.
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CMA:
 is a national not-for-profit community organisation, structured as a company limited by
guarantee, and incorporated in Victoria (1957).
 is registered for GST, has tax deductible status and is a Deductible Gift Recipient (DGR).
 has a national Board representative of all Australian States and Territories and its
corporate membership.
 has a comprehensive organisational membership.
 Board members are volunteers and receive no remuneration for their contribution to the
organisation.

What CMA does
CMA:
 collects and reviews research and information related to children and the media.
 provides information and advice on the impact of print, electronic and screen-based media
on children and young people.
 advocates for the needs and interests of children in relation to the media.
 conducts and acts as a catalyst for relevant research.

How CMA does it
Both directly and via its information and parenting arm, CMA:
 provides information including movie and app reviews to parents and caregivers via the
Children and Media website www.childrenandmedia.org.au. Fact Sheets relating to
children and media use are also available via the website.
 conducts community seminars and occasional national conferences on current issues.
 represents community concerns about the impact of print, electronic and screen-based
media on children and young people to legislators, regulators and the media.
 promotes discussion and debate via Facebook, Twitter and media interviews.
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President’s Message: Prof. Elizabeth Handsley FAAL
It’s been yet another eventful year, for CMA and for the country. The change in federal government has
presented new opportunities, for example to renew our campaign for a root-and-branch reform of the
National Classification Scheme. You might recall that the previous government had commissioned a
review in 2019, but the trail on that appears to have gone cold. We hold out hope that the Albanese
government will appreciate the need for decisive action to provide better information on the suitability of
movies, games and other content for children at different ages and stages of development. This need
remains the same, irrespective of how different platforms might be regulated. Our initial contacts with
relevant office-holders have given us some cause for optimism on this.
Also over the past year we have seen the official opening of the Digital Child Centre of Research
Excellence based at QUT, an initiative to which CMA has lent support since the early days when the
grant application was being prepared. While we have a close relationship with this Centre, there are
other bodies offering support and advice to parents on media-related matters; for example the remit of
the eSafety Commissioner has been expanded to include advice for parents on all aspects of internet
safety.
This multiplication of sources of support is to be welcomed, but it does present an ongoing to challenge
to CMA, to carve out a space for ourselves as a research-driven peak community organisation. We
remain determined to keep putting out our message of evidence-based support, especially for families
with young children who need to choose the right content, especially through our movie and app reviews.
We also, of course, apply a critical, informed and rights-based lens to legal and policy developments.
However it isn’t easy when the funding space is so well-populated. We have been enormously grateful
for the donations and other support we’ve received, including our landlord, the Romeo Family, having
provided rent relief on our Glenelg office for the last 18 months. It’s my personal hope that in the coming
year we will be able to put in place a sustainable funding model that isn’t reliant on government grants. In
the meantime this is probably a good time to remind all our supporters: donations are tax-deductible!
You may have noticed that we launched a new name, slogan and logo in March, to coincide with our
65th birthday. Our new business name is Children and Media Australia and our slogan is ‘Thriving in a
digital world’. Our new logo, courtesy of the designers at Kiratech, captures our ethic of care and
partnership between adults and children.
While we kept on with our tried and true movie review service, Know Before You Go, celebrating its 20th
anniversary, we had some exciting developments with our app review service, Know Before You Load.
Following a successful funding application to the Australian Communications Consumer Action Network,
our Apps can trap project audited the tracking activity of 185 Android apps that are designated as
suitable for children and popular with them. The findings, of unsafe behaviour by some 59% of the apps,
gained significant media attention and pointed to the urgent need to provide specific protections for
children in Australian privacy law. Unfortunately no further fund has yet been found to continue this
valuable project.
Needless to say we are proud and delighted about all these achievements, but we do have continuing
challenges, not least of which is knowing how to shout loud enough at the takeover of childhood by Big
Tech. If you’ve got this figured out, do let us know!
I’ve mentioned the very welcome support received from the Romeo Family, and our donors. However I
wouldn’t like to leave out the members of our Board and advisory committee, who continue to give
generously of their time and expertise; our staff, whose dedication and professionalism are second to
none; and last but not least our Hon CEO Barbara Biggins, who continues to amaze me with the energy
and insight she brings to the role.
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Highlights of 2021-2022
ACCM – A change of name
During the year the Board decided to register a new business name, Children and Media Australia,
and to use this widely. A new logo, mission and vision statements, and slogan were developed and
launched on ACCM’s 65th birthday in March.

A Focus on privacy protections for children online
CMA’s major project for the past 18 months focussed on privacy – the Apps can track: privacy tips
and checks project. This project was enabled by a grant from the Australian Communications
Consumer Action Network (ACCAN). The final results of this project were released via the ABC 7pm
NEWS on 21 July 2022.
Here is a summary of that project:

Background
CMA’s awareness of the extent and covert nature of much of the tracking activity in apps, was
heightened in 2018, when Hon CEO Barbara Biggins attended a conference in New York at which
Dr Serge Egelman presented his research and findings on his system of determining the tracking
activity of children’s Android apps.
CMA was motivated to act by the risks to children from such tracking, which include the formation of
an extensive digital footprint that can be used by predators and marketers, and may jeopardise
prospects later in life such as jobs, university places, health insurance and more. CMA wanted to
support parents who may not be aware of the risks in apps their children play, nor be able to detect or
prevent them. Furthermore, Australia has no regulation in place to protect children’s rights to online
privacy. Big Tech’s business model is to gather users’ data to sell them things, and will not be easily
budged from this stance.
CMA invited Dr Egelman to speak at a conference in Australia in 2019, and introduced him to
government agencies working in the field of digital privacy.

The Project:
In 2020, CMA gained a grant from the Australian Communications Consumer Action Network
(ACCAN) for an 18 month project to incorporate tracking analyses (produced by Dr Egelman’s
research company, AppCensus) into CMA reviews; to explain how to interpret the analyses; and to
develop a package of privacy tips and resources for parents.
The new service was launched in June 2021. CMA has added a total of 208 app reviews, with
AppCensus privacy checks, to its website.
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Our Findings:
Of the 208 apps we checked over the 9 months, 22 were school-home or parent-child communication
apps (analysed to see how safe these were).
At the time of checking, the following results were found for the 186 popular game apps (Note
companies may have changed the app since then).
Risky entertainment apps
Very risky (any app that transfers data in an insecure manner)
7 apps (3.8%) transferred personal IDs to one or more ad-linked companies in an insecure
manner. eg Starwars Pinball 7 v7.0 - it also collects email addresses automatically and
insecurely.
Risky (any app that transfers both AID and AAID, or IMEI and AID, to ad-linked companies)
54 apps (29%) transferred both AID and AAID to between 1 and 6 ad-linked companies. eg
Dr Panda’s swimming pool v1.01– collects IMEI and AID.
Need caution (any app that transfers AAID to ad-linked companies)
A further 40 apps (26%) transferred the identifier AAID to at least one ad-linked company eg
Icecream cone cupcake baking maker v1.0.9– collects AAID and sends to 5 ad-linked
companies.
All up, a total of 59% of apps reviewed had some level of problematic data collection behaviour at the
time of checking.
Parents can search in CMA’s database of over 200 app reviews (that include these tracking checks),
for titles that their children want to play.
CMA is seeking funding to continue to add to this database.
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CMA’s Knowledge Base
CMA’s knowledge base has developed from its ongoing reviews of the research in this field, its years of
experience with Australia’s media regulatory system, and feedback from the community. This
underpins CMA’s services, activities and advocacy including the following:

Research collection and review
This continues to be a core activity of CMA with current research findings providing the evidence base
for CMA projects and articles, parent strategies, and advocacy. The latest research is reported in small
screen, and in CMA’s regular e-bulletin. World-wide research studies continue to support CMA’s
platform that screen use, particularly in early childhood, needs to be managed with considerable care,
not only to provide enjoyment, but also to promote healthy development and prevent the risk of harm
to children’s cognitive, social and emotional, and physical development.

Children and Media Website
The CMA website has continued to provide the latest news about children and screens from around
the world, lists of relevant research, information for parents about managing media, and details of
CMA’s latest campaigns and how to take action. The website also carries the Know Before You Go
movies reviews, and Know Before You Load app reviews. From June 2021, features include the unique
list of top apps played by children with their associated AppCensus tracking data, and a resource page
providing an analysis of Australian privacy law as it relates to children online. Nick Fedorowytsch of go
create has provided website support.
The movie review section of the website continued to be the most frequently visited during the year,
with the highest used pages being those for movies suitable for 4 and 5 years old, and for movies
classified G. Special Movie Selection Guides (eg Father’s Day Movies, School Holiday Movies) were
also highly popular. Specific movies with high search rates included Squid Game (MA15+), SpiderMan: No Way Home (M), Indiana Jones and the Lost Ark (M) and Pirates of the Caribbean (M).
The number of monthly website visits fluctuated from a low in February 2022 of 34,091 ‘Page Views’
and 14,269 ‘Users’ to a high of 51,305 ‘Page Views’ in July 2021 and 20,903 ‘Users’ in December 2021
(nb: these figures cannot be compared to those in this section of the 2020-21 Annual Report as the
process used to extrapolate the data is not the same).
Averaged User visits from July 2021 to June 2022:


Australia: 8,061 with the consistent majority being from Sydney



USA: 3,993



United Kingdom: 1,091

Canadian Users are consistently fourth, while India and New Zealand have vied for fifth highest user
throughout the year.
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Social media (Facebook, Twitter, YouTube)
CMA has used its Facebook page extensively this year to draw attention to movies reviews, events,
current issues, to engage with parents and professionals, and to raise its profile. Facebook followers
now number 3,628, up from 3200 in 2021. Offers of tickets for school holiday movies, provided by
distributors, were also posted this year.

small screen
Published monthly, this is a unique review of developments in children’s media in Australia and
overseas, plus the latest research citations. small screen is distributed, mostly by email, to approx.
1000 recipients – members, subscribers, politicians and media representatives. It is also sent to
researchers and libraries overseas. A limited number of print copies are produced.
Funding to review the format, content, reach and ongoing publication of small screen has been received
via a Winston Churchill Impact Grant provided to Hon CEO Barbara Biggins, a Churchill Fellow.

CMA e-Bulletin
This free email-based publication is sent fortnightly to almost 1000 subscribers (consistent over 12
months) who have nominated to receive the listing of the latest news articles, research, reviews,
events, due dates for submissions and more. The e-Bulletin is also available from the Latest news
section of the website.
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CMA services
Know Before You Go movie review service (KBYG)
This award-winning service has celebrated its 20th anniversary this year.
CMA’s team of reviewers, all with tertiary child development qualifications, reviews all new G, PG, and
those M and MA15+ movies promoted to or likely to appeal to children. The provision of this detailed
information, which enables parents to make age-appropriate choices for their children and to avoid
potential harm, is unique in Australia.
The database of movie reviews now holds over 1500 movies, ranging from golden oldies to the most
recent titles released in cinemas, or hosted on streaming services. The movie reviews attracted an
average of 47,549 visits/month from July to December 2021 compared to an average of 37,799
visits/month from January to June 2022.
Since the cessation of the SA Government’s funding for the movie and app review services in June
2019, raising funds to keep these services available and free to all, has been a constant struggle.
Public donations have been critical in supporting their continuing provision.
A total of 93 movies were reviewed in the past financial year. These movies consisted of 61 cinema
releases and 32 from streaming services, which were predominantly from Netflix (18) and Disney+ (9).
The movies reviewed included: 8 G-rated, 55 PG-rated, 29 M-rated and 1 MA15+-rated. The M-rated
movies chosen for review were those likely to appeal to children or teens, or which contained child
characters, and included superhero and popular franchise movies such as Spider-Man: No Way Home;
The Batman; Doctor Strange; and Fantastic Beasts: The Secrets of Dumbledore. The characters from
these films are well known to young children through books, toys and other associated merchandise.
The majority of reviewed M rated movies were assessed by CMA as unsuitable for children up to the
ages of 12-15, with parental guidance recommended for those in the 12-15 age range in most cases.
Four M rated movies were judged to be unsuitable for children under 15: The Matrix Resurrections;
Venom: Let there be Carnage; The Batman; and Batman: Soul of the Dragon. The reasons for the
recommendations included: strong action violence; scary scenes; adult themes; and coarse language.
The Kissing Booth 1 was deemed unsuitable for children under 16 due to mature themes, teen alcohol
use and sexual activity, coarse language and violence, and problematic relationship patterns. The
MA15+ review was Squid Game, a Netflix series which was gaining in publicity and popularity and
resulted in a number of children accessing the show. CMA deemed Squid Game was not suitable for
under 17 due to extreme, frequent and graphic violence; sex scenes; substance use; and coarse
language.
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CMA’s Special Move Collections, which contains lists of reviewed movies with themes for various
occasions, has expanded and now includes: School Holidays; Christmas; Easter; Mother’s Day;
Father’s Day; Family Friendly; Musical; Australian; and Halloween. In addition, abbreviated reviews
have been posted on CMA’s Facebook site, and listed in fortnightly e-Bulletins.
The importance of the KBYG service has been reflected in unsolicited emails of appreciation.
Testimonials received this year include:
 Just wanted to say thankyou for running this amazing service. We aren’t really a screens

family, but since my daughter started school she’s doing more with screens and being exposed
to movies. I’ve found your service invaluable when we’re asked about a movie excursion, as
I’ve been able to check your reviews to decide whether it’s appropriate for her age-group - I
often find the movies being shown are aimed at a higher age level and since she’s not exposed
as much at home, the themes presented can be quite confronting. I just wanted to express my
appreciation and thank you for the amazing service that you’re providing.
 The resource you provide is amazing, because it so clearly sets out what might be scary, it

allows me to consider whether that’s an issue for us, rather than getting halfway through a
movie and then realising it’s not entirely appropriate.
 I love this site and am very grateful. I love the detailed synopsis so I can determine whether

the themes are [and] the characters are appropriate for our family. … Also stereotypes,
themes, and accents is important. Many movies play on implicit biases and tropes that are
harmful, but considered acceptable by most people. So i [I] like the detailed synopsis so I can
decide for myself what is appropriate. For example Disney’s Peter Pan — Wendy is
parentified and all female characters engage in tropes such as jealousy, competitiveness, etc
and these are not images I want my son exposed to in high quantities. The American site
commonsensemedia is less helpful in this regard which is why i [I] like this site.
CMA has continued to supply movie reviews to the Raising
Children Network (RCN).

Know Before You Load app review service (KBYL)
The Know Before You Load service is now 8 years old. Its original focus, as commissioned by the then
SA Government, was on simulated gambling behaviour, and on age suitability. The loss of funding for
this service in 2019 has led to a significant drop in the number of apps that can be reviewed.
However, the provision of a grant from the Australian Communications Consumer Action Network
(ACCAN) enabled the development of a unique new privacy check feature to be added to the standard
app reviews in 2021-22. There are currently a total of 208 AppCensus Privacy Checks published to the
website. Included in the list of apps with AppCensus Privacy Checks are 23 School-Home
Communication apps. The database now holds over 1000 apps.
Of particular concern for CMA has been the steady growth of the use of persuasive design techniques
in children’s apps that keep children overly-engaged with their screen entertainment.
Specific apps with high search rates included Slither and Roblox.
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CMA contributing to the community
Partnering with ARC Centre of Excellence
CMA has committed to providing in-kind information and research input to the newly established
Australian Research Council Centre of Excellence, Digital Child, based at Queensland University of
Technology. Hon CEO Barbara Biggins has been appointed as an Associate Investigator.

SA 0-3 Child Development Taskforce
CMA President Prof Elizabeth Handsley, Advisory Committee member Dr C Glenn Cupit, and Hon
CEO Barbara Biggins all contributed to this government funded project to promote the optimal
development of infants in their early years.

Advocacy
Classification of films, television and their trailers
Review of classification regulation: since actively participating in the federal government’s review of
Australia’s classification regulation between December 2019 and March 2020, CMA has been waiting
for its outcome.
The Reviewer’s report was lodged with the Minister for Communications at the end of May 2020 but
consultation with state and territory ministers (as required by the cooperative classification agreement)
did not eventuate. Neither the Reviewer’s report nor any government comment has been released.
The National Classification Scheme must be changed to make it evidence-based, and to provide more
age-based ratings under the age of 15 years. The Scheme should also be extended so that it applies
to all commercial screen material on and offline, so that consumers have a consistent and reliable
system to deal with.
The classification of TV trailers for films remains a significant problem for parents of children who have
been upset by unexpected exposure to scary trailers in family-style programs and weekend sport on
TV.
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Privacy law and protections for children online
CMA’s privacy law analysis and resources: The provision of a grant from the Law Foundation of SA in
October, enabled CMA to commission a professional review of Australian privacy law as it relates to
children online, to post this on the CMA website, and to supplement this with a set of resources for
parents which explain the law and its deficiencies, and provide guidance with protecting their children’s
privacy.
Federal Attorney General’s review of the Privacy Act 1988 commenced in October 2020, and CMA
lodged its first stage submission in late November of that year. CMA’s second stage submission was
lodged in January 2022. CMA has collaborated with Reset Australia in campaigns urging significant
change to the Act to more effectively protect minors.

Food advertising: CMA supported the Obesity Policy Coalition’s campaign Brands off our kids: 4
actions for a healthy childhood free from unhealthy marketing.

Alcohol advertising: CMA and close to 50 Australian health, medical, consumer and children’s
professionals, signed a joint statement addressing the reason for not participating in the review of the
Alcohol Beverages Advertising Code Scheme (March 2022). The statement concluded that: The only
role alcohol companies can and should have in the regulation of alcohol marketing is to adhere to
Government-led rules developed independent of the alcohol industry to meet community standards.

Submissions to media inquiries
CMA made the following submissions this year
 Submission to the Digital Platform Services Inquiry – March 2023 Report On Social Media

Services, September 2022
 Submission to the AANA Code on Advertising and Marketing Communications to Children

Review, August 2022
 Submission to the House of Representatives Social Media and Online Safety Inquiry, February

2022
 Submission to the Review of the Privacy Act 1988, January 2022
 Submission on Restricted Access System Declaration (Online Safety Act 2021) Discussion

Paper, September 2021

Media Interviews
Throughout the year, CMA President Professor Elizabeth Handsley, Vice-President Associate
Professor Wayne Warburton, Advisory Committee member Dr C. Glenn Cupit, and Hon CEO Barbara
Biggins took part in interviews on a diverse range of topics, for ABC radio, Channel 7, and for both
state and national newspapers.
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Administration
Board of Directors
The Board of the Australian Council on Children and the Media has met monthly by
teleconference/ Zoom. Members of CMA’s Advisory Committee attend the
meetings as observers. The Board is chaired by Professor Elizabeth Handsley (R)
and supported by Company Secretary Kate Martin and Hon CEO Barbara Biggins.

President, CMA
Prof Elizabeth
Handsley
Barbara Biggins OAM CF - Honorary Chief Executive Officer
Barbara has been a volunteer with the organisation since 1973. After
periods as President of both the South Australian and Australian
Council for Children’s Films and Television, she now coordinates the
day-to-day activities and projects of CMA, utilising her extensive
knowledge and background in Australian broadcasting and regulation.

Kate Martin - Company Secretary, Administration and Resource
Officer

Kate started at CMA in January 2019 after a decade as SAPPA’s
representative on the Executive Committee and a project volunteer.
She is a retired teacher and principal, with a 47-year career with the
SA Education Department.

Dr Debra Dickinson - Reviews Coordinator and Project Officer
Debra started with CMA in June 2019, taking on the role of
Reviews Coordinator. Debra is a registered teacher with a PhD in
Education. Before joining CMA, Debra undertook contract work
with the Australian Association for Environmental Education.

Kurtis Eichler – Social media and publications Officer
Kurtis started at CMA in June 2019 after working at regional and
metropolitan newspapers for almost a decade.

Reviewers
CMA has maintained a team of movie and app reviewers.

Finance Officer
Accounting services have been provided by Paul Rugari of Savant.
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